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1: The News Reporter â€“ The News Reporter
Reporters, correspondents, and broadcast news analysts inform the public about news and events happening
internationally, nationally, and locally. They report the news for newspapers, magazines, websites, television, and radio.
Employers generally prefer workers who have a bachelor's degree in.

He was the last survivor of eight children born to Harvey J. Etheridge and Lawrence Elizabeth Long
Etheridge. In addition to his parents, he was preceded in death by four brothers, Roscoe, Rowe, Henry,
Thomas; and Sally was born on May 16, in Loris, S. Sally was preceded in death by two brothers, Franklin
and Clinton Bladen-Gaskins Funeral Home of Elizabethtown is handling the arrangements. She was born Nov.
Viewing will be held from p. Final rites will be held at 2 p. He was born Feb Arrangements will be announced
by Peoples Funeral Home of Whiteville. She was born July 19, in Bridgeport, Conn. She was preceded in
death by her husband Frank Rappa; and a brother, Charles J. He was born Aug. He was also preceded in death
by a son, Bobby Vernon Lee; and A memorial service will be held at 3 p. She is survived by two daughters,
Gwanetta Bryan of Charlotte He was the son of the late Edith Allene and Willie E. Campbell of Columbus
County. Final rites will be held at 1 p. He was the son of the late Howard M. Young and Lena Lacewell
Young. The funeral will be held at 2 p. Rodney Stephen Dudney Sr. Dillon Rodney Stephen Dudney Sr. Born
in Marion County, S. He was preceded in death by, He was also preceded in death by Sellers Whiteville
Ronnie A. Sellers, 61, died Saturday, Nov. Born April 15, in Conway, S. A graveside service will be held at 2
p. He was born Feb. He was preceded in death by three siblings, Boyd Nealey, Eddie B.
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Posted by The News Reporter on Tuesday, October 30, Displaced by Florence, church pianist still has a song in her
heart Procession in memory of fallen Trooper Kevin Conner comes through Whiteville.

In , Publick Occurences was published in Boston, making it the first newspaper in the United States.
Throughout the centuries, and especially the last 50 years with the advent of television broadcasts and the
Internet, the status of newspapers has seen many changes. The role of a newspaper reporter has also been
altered. The advance of telecommunications has allowed newspaper reporters to research, interview and report
often without leaving their desks. These same technological advances are threatening the status of print
newspapers. However, some readers still continue to enjoy the thrill of picking up the morning paper at the
local newsstand or enjoying a print copy over a morning cup of coffee. Newspapers are not yet dead and the
entry to a successful newspaper reporting career can still be fulfilling. To deal with the potential threats
against print dailies and weeklies, newspaper reporters can work for online media or freelance for various
publications. Newspaper Reporter Job Description Newspaper reporters may work for one print or online
publication or work as a freelancer for various newspapers. Generally what they are responsible for covering is
assigned to them by an editor, but they should also be able to pitch their own story ideas as well. Newspaper
reporter jobs do not have consistent work hours; in some cases one might have to cover a story late at night or
early in the morning depending on the deadline or when a news item breaks. Newspaper reporting involves
researching background and interviewing sources before writing newspaper articles. In many cases, a
newspaper reporter will be working on more than one assignment at a time and will have to learn to multitask.
Writers for newspapers may have to arrange for photographs or take them themselves. For online newspapers,
reporters may have to assist with website maintenance and social media promotions. Education and Training
To become a newspaper reporter, start by getting a journalism degree. Sometimes there is competition for
acceptance into such an educational program, so the more experience you gain before applying, such as
volunteering for a high school or community newspaper, the better. As you pursue your journalism degree,
constantly seek out experience as much as you can through completing internships and placements, writing for
your university or college newspaper, developing a blog or writing for a local newsletter. If you are able to
find a mentor, someone who has been working in the newspaper industry for some time, take advantage of this
valuable opportunity. However, the same study predicted that small, local dailies will also survive. Their
findings suggested that in addition to online media being a threat to print publications, younger generations
teens and young adults in their 20s are also less interested in newspapers compared to older generations. In
fact, working as a freelance newspaper reporter, for various print and online media, may be the most
successful route to take. A freelancer who writes for newspapers, magazines and other media, both print and
online, has the potential to make significantly more.
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3: What does a News Reporter do?
A journalist is a person who collects, writes, or distributes news or other current information to the public. A journalist's
work is called journalism. A journalist can work with general issues or specialize in certain issues.

Comments News reporters and correspondents also known as journalists , gather news and information to keep
the public informed about important events. They obtain their information through a number of sources. These
may include personal interviews, contacts, wire services news transmitted via satellite dishes , news briefings,
and question-and-answer periods. A news reporter gathers and assembles this information to be relayed to the
public. Newspapers, magazines, television and radio stations rely on news correspondents to keep their
readers, viewers and listeners informed. What does a News Reporter do? News reporters play an active role in
gathering information on current events. A large portion of their day is spent investigating news before
sending it in as a story. Some work as correspondents in offices located far from head office. They are sent to
the places that important events are likely to happen. The reporter compiles all the information needed to
create a story and then edits the story to fit a specific news page or bulletin. A beat is a media term for the area
or topic a journalist covers, like crime, politics, sports, business, etc. They may work in one or several beats at
a time depending on the size of a news organization. Generally, there are two kinds of newspapers that
reporters work for - dailies and weeklies. Reporters for dailies usually have less time to find and report the
news. They may work in only one beat. Reporters for weeklies have more time to do their research and
typically have to cover several beats at a time. They may take photographs for their stories in addition to their
regular duties. Television and radio reporters usually have less time to write and edit than those in the
newspaper department. The news is often broadcasted immediately after or during an event. Reporters in this
area learn very quickly how to convert information they receive into news clips suitable for broadcasting. Find
your perfect career Would you make a good news reporter? Take the free career test What is the workplace of
a News Reporter like? The work of a news reporter is usually hectic. They are under great pressure to meet
strict deadlines. This means doing whatever it takes to get a story written and edited on time. Some news
reporters work in comfortable, private offices; others may work in large rooms filled with other reporters. In
an even more hectic environment, some reporters are on scene trying to get a story while sirens and police or
curious onlookers distract from the task at hand. This kind of work can also get dangerous as reporters cover
wars, political uprisings, fires, floods, and other disasters. Reporters that work for a morning paper often work
from late afternoon to midnight. Radio and television reporters are assigned to a day or evening shift.
Magazine reporters usually work during the day. Reporters have to keep their days flexible in order to meet
deadlines or follow breaking news. This kind of work demands long hours, irregular schedules, and some
travel.
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4: Reporter | Define Reporter at www.enganchecubano.com
The Reporter Newspapers welcomes listings, from nonprofit organizations only, for events occurring within the borders
of Brookhaven, Buckhead, Dunwoody or Sandy Springs.

Roles[ edit ] A reporter is a type of journalist who researches , writes, and reports on information in order to
present in sources , conduct interviews , engage in research, and make reports. Reporters may split their time
between working in a newsroom and going out to witness events or interviewing people. Reporters may be
assigned a specific beat or area of coverage. Depending on the context, the term journalist may include various
types of editors , editorial writers, columnists , and visual journalists, such as photojournalists journalists who
use the medium of photography. Journalism has developed a variety of ethics and standards. While objectivity
and a lack of bias are of primary concern and importance, more liberal types of journalism, such as advocacy
journalism and activism, intentionally adopt a non-objective viewpoint. This has become more prevalent with
the advent of social media and blogs, as well as other platforms that are used to manipulate or sway social and
political opinions and policies. These platforms often project extreme bias, as "sources" are not always held
accountable or considered necessary in order to produce a written, televised or otherwise "published" end
product. Nisbet, who has written on science communication , [2] has defined a "knowledge journalist" as a
public intellectual who, like Walter Lippmann , David Brooks , Fareed Zakaria , Naomi Klein , Michael Pollan
, Thomas Friedman , and Andrew Revkin , sees their role as researching complicated issues of fact or science
which most laymen would not have the time or access to information to research themselves, then
communicating an accurate and understandable version to the public as a teacher and policy advisor. In his
best-known books, Public Opinion and The Phantom Public , Lippmann argued that most individuals lacked
the capacity, time, and motivation to follow and analyze news of the many complex policy questions that
troubled society. Nor did they often directly experience most social problems, or have direct access to expert
insights. These limitations were made worse by a news media that tended to over-simplify issues and to
reinforce stereotypes , partisan viewpoints, and prejudices. Organizations such as the Committee to Protect
Journalists and Reporters Without Borders publish reports on press freedom and advocate for journalistic
freedom. The "ten deadliest countries" for journalists since have been Iraq deaths , Philippines , Russia 77 ,
Colombia 76 , Mexico 69 , Algeria 61 , Pakistan 59 , India 49 , Somalia 45 , Brazil 31 and Sri Lanka Current
numbers are even higher. The ten countries with the largest number of currently-imprisoned journalists are
Turkey 95 , [6] China 34 , Iran 34 , Eritrea 17 , Burma 13 , Uzbekistan six , Vietnam five , Cuba four ,
Ethiopia four , and Sudan three. This applies especially to war reporters, but their editorial offices at home
often do not know how to deal appropriately with the reporters they expose to danger. Hence, a systematic and
sustainable way of psychological support for traumatized journalists is strongly needed. However, only little
and fragmented support programs exist so far. Journalist and source relationship[ edit ] The relationship
between a professional journalist and a source can be rather complex, a source can actually impact the
direction of the article written by the journalist. Herbert suggests that the source often leads but journalists
commonly object to this notion for two reasons: It signals source supremacy in news making. Journalists have
typically favored a more robust, conflict model, based on a crucial assumption that if the media are to function
as watchdogs of powerful economic and political interests, journalists must establish their independence of
sources or risk the fourth estate being driven by the fifth estate of public relations".
5: Bothell-Kenmore Reporter
News, sports, business and opinion for Abilene, the Big Country region and Midwest Texas. Brought to you by Abilene
Reporter-News.

6: Obituaries â€“ The News Reporter
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A news reporter gathers and assembles this information to be relayed to the public. Newspapers, magazines, television
and radio stations rely on news correspondents to keep their readers, viewers and listeners informed.

7: Journalist - Wikipedia
Newspaper reporters may work for one print or online publication or work as a freelancer for various newspapers.
Generally what they are responsible for covering is assigned to them by an editor, but they should also be able to pitch
their own story ideas as well.

8: Issaquah Reporter
News reporters work for newspapers, local or national TV and radio stations, and for online news resources. When news
reporters work in front of a camera, they are often referred to as "newscasters.".

9: Reporter, Newspaper Salary | PayScale
a person who writes news stories for a newspaper, magazine, etc., or who tells people the news on radio or television
See the full definition for reporter in the English Language Learners Dictionary.
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